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Take one wizardâ€”that's meâ€”add a hot female vampire, give them a nice place in the country and
what do you get? Paradise. Heaven on earth.So, of course, someone decided to go spoil it. No, it
wasn't me, not this time.The Hidden world is in chaos, and apparently I'm the one that's supposed
to deal with it!Smart trolls, even smarter vampiresâ€”and not the nice ones like Kateâ€”witches on the
rampage, inebriated gremlins, and imps intent on causing nuclear Armageddon, they have all
combined to ruin my perfect life. I'm not even going to mention the chicken.Well, I'm Faz Poundâ€¦
Okay, you know the rest by now! If they want trouble I'll give it to them.Honest, I just want to live a
quiet life. Although, you know, not too quiet.
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This is the third book in the Dark Magic Enforcer series and it did not disappoint. I was thoroughly
caught up in the action of the book, the main character development, and continuing development
of the romance between Faz Pound and Kate. As with the first two books, I enjoyed reading this one

just as much and look forward to the fourth book in the series.

I am waiting in anticipation for the next book, I recommend you start at the first and work your way
through them, just make sure you have plenty of spare time. Don't want to do dumb things like I do
and story up too late on work nights. Enjoy!

Once again it's a generally fun read, but this time it seems too quick. The beginning third has some
mystery, but it sorts itself out quickly and then after a little action, it's all over. From the ending
however, it looks like we'll finally see the Faz Spark world expand, as they are visited by some
members of the international Hidden PTB.

Faz Pound, AKA Black Spark, has taken a nine-month break to recover from his last case, as it was
hard for him mentally and physically. He and Kate have their new home in the country given to them
by Rikka, and have been raising chickens and growing a garden grandmother would be proud of.
Just when heâ€™s ready, a new case is ready for him. Mage Rikka tells him something strange is
going on: the trolls have gotten really intelligent, enough to make Rikka feel a little leery, and he
want Faz to investigate. What Faz uncovers is a web of deceit so convoluted, it takes him a little bit
to unravel the clues to get to the bottom of everything. And, when he does, he realizes the fate of
everyone and every species is at stake, and the Hidden may not be able to be hidden anymore. Will
Faz be able to defeat the enemy? Or will this finally be his and his friendsâ€™ end?This is the third
book in the series, and I have been reading them from the beginning. I am so pleased to say this is
the best one yet. This series has become very engaging, interesting, and well-written. This story is
action-packed, emotional, and has a great plot. The mystery is interesting and keeps you guessing
until the very end, which I really like to happen. There is a little bit of a rough spot to smooth over
still: a little bit of redundancy of the same information being told a few too many times, but not too
bad at all. I am truly delighted at where this series is going and canâ€™t wait to read future
installments. Catch-up and read this series. It has become so worth it! Recommend to fans of urban
fantasy. A very solid 4 Ã‚Â½ stars!Thanks to the author for the free e-book in exchange for an
honest review. This same review will be posted on both Goodreads and .

Full disclosure â€“ I received a free copy of this book from the author as part of his â€œA-Teamâ€• in
exchange for an honest review.Nine Months have passed since the conclusion of â€œBlack
Sparkâ€•, and we find Faz and Kate living a quiet life in the country courtesy of Mage Rikka. While

planting gardens and wrangling chickens have been the order of the day, our loveable Enforcer
cannot be kept down and soon Mage Rikka and the hidden world require his expertise to resolve
the newest problem plaguing the magical community.The once stoic, trolls have become smart and
are engaging in very â€œun troll likeâ€• activities. On the surface, this appears to be the work of
head witch Kaisa Hayashi, however when Faz pulls the string to unravel the why behind the
â€œsmart stonesâ€• that many trolls have become addicted to, what he discovers may very well be
the end of the Hidden world as he knows it. With many lives hanging in the balance, Spark must
solve the tangled web of deceit and confront the true source of the death and destruction. What
initially appears to be an anomaly or minor nuisance to be dealt with fast becomes an epic battle for
survival of all Hidden. The cliffhanger ending will leave you breathless with anticipation for our hero.I
would have to say that New Spark may very well be the best installment in this series yet. While the
first two books served to set up the structure and politics of the Hidden world; introducing you to
characters both friend and foe this book brings the danger, ambition and brutality of Fazâ€™s world
into full daylight. From the opening scenes to the closing word, this book is fast paced and full of
twists and surprises. I am looking forward to the next installment so I can see how Spark gets out of
this newest predicament.

I have now read all 3 books in this series and loved every single one. A common issue I have found
with many series like this is by the 3rd or 4th book it all tends to run together, sort of a "been there
done that" scenario and am happy to state here that this was not the case with this series. Hope
there is more on the way!

When I read the first 2 of these series I had just come from a series that was very slow, very
ponderous that I stopped reading.On seeing similarities after the 2nd book in this series I somewhat
decided to drop it as well, with the over description every time magic is used and some redundant
and overlong descriptions.Well, I was stuck with a few hours with my phone, finished another book
and since it's a little hard to browse I grabbed the this, the third book.I was very pleasantly
surprised, gone were the redundant magical pains (still there but summarized nicely) and added
was some nice character development, and some wit and humor from the author somewhat
reminding me of some of Simon Greene's lines. But not so overdone as he tends to do (but not
gonna lie I love Greene's humor)Anyway, so I'm now close to finished on the 6th book and has
been a very nice read. If you have are "here" trying coming from the first 2, I was there..
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